
MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES vs Pennant Hills Demons Red 
ROUND 2.  25/4/2021 
ROFE PARK 

 

Anzac Day and the team paid their respects by listening to the Last Post and Reveille and observing the minutes silence 
perfectly. Soon after play began and both sides ripped into it. The Demons were first on the attack, but each foray was 
met with firm resistance by Hamish, Lachie and Finn in defence. Some of the goal line defence was outstanding and it 
wasn’t long before Henry, Andrew and Braden in midfield started to see some more ball. That led to Lawrence getting 
a crumb up front and surrounded by Demons he managed to get a hand pass away to Will who sprinted off and kicked 
accurately for the first goal of the match. The Demons replied with a goal and two behinds before the hooter. 
The second stanza was also very close. Both sides packed the midfield. Andrew managed a couple of runs and kicks to 
our forwards, Braden managed a couple of good tackles and a strip in midfield, and Lawrence and Will continued to 
link up. The Eagles went scoreless though, whilst the Demons kicked a goal and a behind to lengthen their lead. 
The third quarter was all Demons. Their ball handling and kicking was excellent, and the Eagles struggled to match 
them. Tristan, Logan and Austin were inundated in defence. The Demons were faster to the ball in all areas. Jonathan, 
Austin and Andrew combined well in midfield at times, but the Demons were quick to wrap up players in tackles and 
progress into the front third was impossible for the Eagles. 
The Eagles were playing for pride in the final quarter, and they stuck to their task gamefully. Tristan, Lachie and Hamish 
remained resolute in defence, and our kicks began to find their marks and we made more progress up the field. Braden, 
Finn and Andrew saw some more of the ball up front and we managed to score a behind. That was answered by two 
goals and behinds by the Demons who saw out the encounter comfortably. 
There was no lack of effort by the Eagles on this special day, and for three quarters they gave the Demons a good 
match. The boys tackled well for the most part, and there were some nice kicks and marks taken. The Demons took 
the game away from us in that huge third quarter. 
Training on Thursday will look at attacking the ball on the ground and stepping away from players to kick long to our 
forwards. 
 

Goals: Will. 
Player of the match: Austin Hayes – never stopped trying and was strong in defence and midfield. 
Report by Steve Barton. 


